Get the

Smile You
Deserve
With a Visit to

The Dan Landry
Denture Clinic

A PERFECT SMILE CAN MAKE all the superior service and quality of work that
difference in your self-image. If you’re not John would have expected.
“I love to meet with individuals to share
happy with your teeth or you simply want
to have an eye-catching smile, a visit to the the different ways we can improve their
health by changing their smile. Most people
Dan Landry Denture Clinic will help.
Few denture clinics have the long history underestimate the positive impact that good
of success that precedes the Dan Landry teeth can make in their lives. It’s often the
Denture Clinic. John Gecelovsky, Dan’s fa- simple things that people appreciate the
most like being able to eat
ther-in-law began working
at a restaurant without havin Windsor at the young
ing to avoid certain foods
age of 18 as a lab technician
because they can finally
and became a skilled Denchew properly,” says Dan.
turist very quickly. He
Implants are one of the
opened his first office at
best ways to improve your
700 Tecumseh Rd. in 1976
smile and health, and Dan
and enjoyed the success of
has several options to meet
a thriving business working
your budget. Imagine no
out of the main Windsor
longer being embarrassed
Health Centre office and a
about your smile and feelsecond office at the Essex
John Gecelovsky
ing better physically. The
Dental Centre.
Dan Landry Denture ClinDan became involved in
the family business after marrying John’s ics take great pride in providing dentures
daughter Lisa. They moved to Windsor in that fit perfectly. They offer dental implants,
1991, where Dan opened a practice in the denture repairs, night guards, partial denBelle River Dental Office with Dr. Peter tures and sports guards as well as snoring
Courey and the late Dr. Arnie Sylvestre. He appliances. No matter what issue you are
shared lab space with his father in law which dealing with, Dan Landry and his team of
allowed him to learn John’s techniques and experts can help.
The main Dan Landry Denture Clinic
trade secrets. John was one of the first denturists to work with implants in the Wind- recently moved and is now located at 2352
sor area and shared his knowledge with Howard Ave. (just north of Eugenie). The
large, modern office showcases natural light
Dan.
The two formed a successful partnership and a comfortable atmosphere. Patients are
which combined the new techniques enjoying the easy one floor access and ample
brought forward by Dan and the talents of free parking. The other clinics are located at
a man who had been working this profes- 360 Notre Dame in the Belle River Dental
Office and at 14 Gosfield Townline E. in
sion for over 40 years.
“John was loved by his patients and re- Essex in the Essex Dental Centre.
The friendly staff are dedicated to ensurspected by his colleagues. He was devoted
to his work and made sure the patients had ing that every client has a pleasant and prothe best care. He died in 2012, but his pa- fessional experience. Electronic billing and
tients still come in to the office and say filing is offered at every location and free estimates are always available.
how much they miss him.”
Wear your teeth with confidence and get
Dan became full owner of three
offices in 1998 and The Dan the radiant smile you deserve. Whether you
Landry Denture Clinic was prefer dentures or implants, one simple visit
born. Dan ensures that John’s can improve your health and change your
legacy continues through his life. You are worth it!
Call the office close to you today to
commitment to providing patients with the same level of schedule your free consultation.
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